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Abstract: Cellular materials have been used in many applications such as insulation, packaging,
and protective gear. Expanded polystyrene has been widely used as energy-absorbing liner in
helmets due to its excellent cost-benefit relation. This synthetic material can absorb reasonable
amounts of energy via permanent deformation. However, in real-world accidents, helmets may be
subjected to multi-impact scenarios. Additionally, oil-derived plastic is presently a major source
of societal concern regarding pollution and waste. As a sustainable alternative, cork is a natural
cellular material with great crashworthiness properties and it has the remarkable capacity to recover
after compression, due to its viscoelastic behavior, which is a desired characteristic in multi-impact
applications. Therefore, the main goal is to analyze the applicability of agglomerated cork as padding
material in safety helmets. First, a finite element model of a motorcycle helmet available on the
market was developed to assess its safety performance and to establish a direct comparison between
expanded polystyrene and cork agglomerates as liners. Secondly, a new helmet model with a generic
geometry was developed to assess the applicability of agglomerated cork as liner for different types
of helmets, based on the head injury risk predictions by the finite element head model, YEt Another
Head Model (YEAHM), developed by the authors. Several versions of helmet liners were created
by varying its thickness and removing sections of material. In other words, this generic helmet was
optimized by carrying out a parametric study, and by comparing its performance under double
impacts. The results from these tests indicate that agglomerated cork liners are an excellent alternative
to the synthetic ones. Thus, agglomerated cork can be employed in protective gear, improving its
overall performance and capacity to withstand multi-impacts.

Keywords: agglomerated cork; helmets; finite element head model; brain injuries; head trauma;
cellular materials; protective devices; passive safety; traumatic brain injury; sustainable solutions

1. Introduction

The continuous search for efficient and cost-effective materials to deal with crashworthiness
applications has been driving many studies over recent decades [1–12]. However, recent
self-consciousness and environmental responsibility are promoting the search for so-called green
materials featuring good mechanical properties allied to recyclability and sustainability. Presently,
a great variety of personal safety gear employs energy-absorbing liners. They are used in sport
accessories, protective vests and helmets, among others. The great majority of these liners are usually
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made of synthetic cellular materials such as expanded polystyrene (EPS) and expanded polypropylene
(EPP), sometimes combining different densities within different pads, absorbing impact energy through
permanent deformation. Under compressive loading, cellular materials can undergo large strain
deformation while maintaining its low stress level almost constant until densification [13].

Due to the major oil-based plastics waste problem, natural alternatives shall be sought. A material
such as cork stands out to be employed as energy-absorbing liners in safety gear. Cork is a natural
cellular material capable of absorbing great amounts of impact energy [10]. Jardin et al. [14] performed
quasi-static tests on different cork agglomerates and reported a value of 1.1 GJ/m3 for a densified
AC216 and 634 MJ/m3 at the end of the stress plateau. The same cork agglomerate absorbed a total of
225 J in 850 J impact tests with 60 mm cubic samples at room temperature [9].

This makes cork an ideal substitute of synthetic cellular materials [3,4]. In particular, agglomerated
cork, a by-product obtained from the scraps of wine-stoppers production, has been proving quite
promising in terms of crashworthiness, showing nearly isotropic mechanical behavior and capacity to
withstand extreme temperatures [15]. In addition, due to its viscoelastic behavior, cork recovers almost
entirely after deformation, which is a desired characteristic in multi-impact applications [4,9,14,16]
and its properties can be further tailored for specific applications [10,11].

Helmets are one of the most important types of personal safety gear, protecting our heads and
especially our brains. An impact to the head can have serious consequences and even be fatal. Thus,
head protection and safety helmets are a matter of extreme importance. In fact, road accidents are the
main cause of head injuries and motorcyclists and cyclists greatly contribute to this [17–19].

Presently, helmets are used in many different applications such as military, emergency, and
protective services, different types of work, sports, and other recreational activities. Each application
demands different technical requirements. However, the main differences are in the shells (materials,
geometries, and configurations). Regarding the energy-absorbing liners, there is no substantial
difference between the different types of helmets. Helmet standards are also similar, with similar
impact test configurations and energies [20–22].

In real-world accidents, helmets are likely to be subjected to multi-impact loads. Regarding
motorcyclists, there is a significant risk of multiple head impacts (for instance, a head impact against a
vehicle may be followed by a head impact against the ground) [23,24]. Generally, multiple impacts are
expected to become a larger proportion of the total accident population as the latest countermeasures,
developed primarily for single mode impacts, take effect [25]. A more recent study concluded that
head-on collision, collision with a fixed object, and multiple impacts were the most frequent types of
impact in the group of motorcyclist fatalities [26].

To improve helmets quality in terms of safety, comfort, and aesthetics, new materials and designs
have been proposed by some manufacturers and researchers. Some of these new concepts have
been proposed to enhance the energy absorption properties. Caserta et al. [2] replaced part of the
helmet’s liner by aluminum honeycombs, using these as reinforcement material. Although this
configuration provided better protection than the original EPS liner in impacts against a curbstone
anvil, the performance in impacts against flat surfaces was worse than the original solution. In addition,
the thickness necessary to accommodate the honeycomb layers is extremely limited. Thus, in a real
accident scenario, an excessively thin layer of EPS foam could be easily penetrated, reaching the head.

More recently, Hansen et al. [27] proposed a novel Angular Impact Mitigation (AIM) system
for bicycle helmets, employing an elastically suspended aluminum honeycomb liner. The impact
performance under normal and oblique impacts was compared to a standard EPS helmet. The results
demonstrated that this new helmet could effectively improve impact mitigation, performing better
than the EPS helmet for both normal and oblique impacts. However, penetration of the comfort liner
was not addressed.

Blanco et al. [1] proposed a new ski helmet liner that consists of an Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
(ABS) lamina with deformable cones. Energy is absorbed via a combination of folding and collapsing
of the cones. According to the authors, the main advantage that such liner may introduce over common
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EPS pads is that it allows a better optimization of energy absorption for different impact sites. Recently,
Farajzadeh Khosroshahi et al. [28] studied the feasibility of hierarchical lattice liners in comparison
to currently employed solutions. The hierarchical lattice liner revealed to be a promising solution,
reducing the head injury probability in comparison to an EPS liner.

Another concept is the coneheadTM shock absorbing liner, developed to absorb impact force more
effectively. This concept proposed by Morgan [8] consists in a helmet foam liner made of two density
layers, initially designed for motorcycle helmets. The outer layer is made of high-density foam and
has truncated cones facing inwards. The inner layer is made of a softer, low density foam and has
cones facing outwards. With this dual-density liner, the impact performance is improved for both low
and high energy impacts. The collapsing of the cones causes the energy to spread sideways within
the thickness of the foam liner instead of towards the head [8]. In addition, the head will experience
a gradual deceleration due to the crushing of the cones, minimizing the energy induced to the head.
Hence, there is a reduction in the forces translated across the thickness of the liner. This concept is
among the most promising ones, being already used in a few commercial helmets. POC also developed
a dual-density liner, similar to the coneheadTM, designed for sports [29].

Some standards are starting to promote helmet testing under multi-impacts such as SNELL
and NOCSAE [20]. Other oil-derived plastics have been proposed to deal with multiple crashes.
For instance, EPP is somewhat similar to EPS, presenting similar peak accelerations and impact
duration for the same helmet, as verified by Shuaeib et al. [12]. In addition, it has the capacity to
recover some of its dimensions depending on the impact severity [4].

A closed cell foam based on vinyl nitrile polymer (VNP) was also indicated as a good energy
absorber that could be used as helmet liner [6]. In fact, stiff VNP is already used at the top of some
American football helmets, together with EPP to provide extra protection against tackles and blocks
that usually impact this area. Recently, KALI developed a new concept called nano core, which is an
acrylic self-healing foam infused with carbon nanotubes. According to the manufacturer, this new
liner dissipates impact energy more efficiently with a smaller volume [7].

The increase of CPU power led to the development of advanced FE models, with accurate modelling
of helmet components (geometry, material properties, contact/interactions, etc.). Some of these models
were developed to optimize helmets according to specific criteria [22,30–35]. Additionally, many finite
element head models (FEHMs) have been developed during recent decades to predict traumatic brain
injuries [36–42]).

Head modelling provides a strong basis for helmet design. Once the FEHM is validated,
it can be used to optimize helmets from an injury risk perspective. This methodology was used
by [22] to optimize helmet shells based on head injury criteria and results computed with the model.
Optimizing a helmet with a FEHM saves greats amounts of resources, such as material and time.
Nevertheless, the development of numerical models is not a trivial task, since these must be rigorously
validated against experimental data. This allows a further accurate, computational-based prediction of
brain injuries, relating it to the medical investigations observed in autopsy of real accidents and
reconstruction studies. Therefore, FE models make it possible to assess the influence of many
parameters in a way that would be extremely expensive and inflexible for experimental testing.
For instance, to be used as an optimization tool in helmet design.

This work intends to analyze the applicability of agglomerated cork as an energy-absorbing
material in helmets. It corresponds to the next step of a continuous and still ongoing research. Different
types of agglomerates were characterized through experimental testing and were also simulated to
assess the validity of the developed constitutive models [4,9,14–16]. A FEHM was developed to assess
the helmets with biomechanical criteria [36,43–47]. A FE helmet model of a certified motorcycle helmet
with an EPS liner, available on the market, was also developed [48,49].
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2. Methodology

In the present study, a commercially available, EPS-based motorcycle helmet certified by the
European standard R22.05 [50] is employed as a reference. Its safety performance was previously
evaluated [48,49], and its geometrical model is herein used as a first step on the assessment of cork liners
performance. Thus, by performing a direct substitution of EPS by agglomerated cork, a preliminary
analysis is performed by establishing a direct comparison between EPS and agglomerated cork liners.
This evaluation is useful to get some primary insights about cork agglomerates applicability in
helmet design.

In a second stage, based on the conclusions obtained in the preliminary analysis, a new helmet
model with a simple geometry and constant thick pads is developed. Several versions are created by
varying the liner geometry and its thickness. This new helmet model is assessed based on the head
injury risk predictions by the YEt Another Head Model (YEAHM) [36,43]. This analysis consists in
comparing the maximum values for different head injury criteria. This evaluation is performed to
verify if agglomerated cork liners are indeed an alternative to EPS-based devices and to optimize the
agglomerated cork helmet.

2.1. Certified Motorcycle Helmet

2.1.1. Numerical Modelling

The FE model of a certified motorcycle helmet was already created and validated in [48,49].
The validation was performed by simulating the ECE standard impacts carried to certify the helmet.
The materials used, EPS and agglomerated cork, were already validated in [4].

Summing up, a validated FE model of a commercially available helmet approved by the ECE 22.05
standard is tested with different liner materials (Figure 1). This helmet fully meets the ECE 22.05
regulation [50], the U.S. Regulation DOT [51] and the Brazilian Regulation NBR-7471 [52].

Figure 1. Certified motorcycle helmet, developed FE helmet model, and headform.

The developed FE helmet model includes the shell and liner. The latter is divided into three
sub-parts. The liners thickness varies from 20 mm to 50 mm. The thickness of the green liner in Figure 1
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varies mostly between 40 and 50 mm, being only thinner at the low rear region. This represents a
considerable thickness and a high EPS volume. The white liner thickness varies from 20 to 40 mm,
being also thinner at the low rear. The outer shell made of ABS has a thickness of 3 mm.

The liners were meshed with four-node linear tetrahedral elements. The shell was modelled
with four-node linear shell elements with enhanced hourglass control. The headform and anvils were
modelled as rigid bodies. According to ECE 22.05 regulation, for a M size helmet, a 5.6 kg headform
must be used [50]. The developed FE headform model is shown in Figure 1 and its principal inertial
moments are Ixx = 370 kg·cm2, Iyy = 440 kg·cm2 and Izz = 300 kg·cm2.

To simulate the interactions between the headform and the liner and the interactions between the
anvil and the shell, a surface-to-surface type of contact with friction coefficients of 0.55 and 0.5 were
used, respectively [53].

Since the main objective of this work is to evaluate the applicability of cork agglomerates in
helmet liners, the geometries were preserved and different validated material models (in [4]) were
used. In other words, the same helmet is used, changing only the liner material and keeping the same
geometry. The same impacts used to validate the helmet with EPS liner were now simulated with cork
agglomerates. Thus, the four impacts required by the ECE 22.05 standard are simulated for each one of
the solutions.

According to the ECE 22.05 standard, the helmet-headform system is dropped, without any
restriction, against an anvil with a velocity of 7.5 m/s. Thus, the anvil is fully constrained, and an
impact velocity of 7.5 m/s was prescribed to the helmet-headform model for all impact configurations
(B, P, R, and X impact points). The Abaqus Explicit solver was used to simulate the impacts, with the
large deformation option activated.

2.1.2. Material Modelling

Agglomerated cork is primarily modelled with the hyperfoam model. This is an isotropic and
nonlinear model typically used to characterize elastomeric foams that present hyperelastic behavior.
It is valid for cellular solids, whose porosity permits very large volumetric changes [54]. It is also
intended for finite-strain applications where it can deform elastically to large strains, up to 90% strain
in compression. In addition, agglomerated cork has a Poisson’s ratio of approximately zero, which
means that a typical hyperelastic model is not suitable.

Hyperfoam is defined by a strain energy potential, also known as strain energy density function,
which defines the strain energy stored in the material per unit of reference volume as function of the
strain in the material:

Ũ =
N

∑
i=1

2µi

α2
i
[λαi

1 + λ
αi
2 + λ

αi
3 − 3 +

1
βi
((J)−αi βi − 1)] (1)

where N is an integer (the polynomial order), λi are the principal stretches, J is the elastic volume ratio
(J = λ1λ2λ3), µi are the shear moduli, αi and βi are curve-fitting material parameters. The latter
are related to the material compressibility, where the initial bulk modulus, K0, is given by the
following expression:

K0 =
N

∑
i=1

2µi

(
1
3
+ βi

)
(2)

For each term in the energy function, the coefficient βi determines the degree of compressibility.
The coefficient βi is related to Poisson’s ratio, νi, by the expressions:

βi =
νi

1 − 2νi
(3)
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νi =
βi

1 − 2βi
(4)

Thus, if βi is the same for all terms, there is a single effective Poisson’s ratio, ν. The coefficients µi
are related to the initial shear modulus, µ0, by:

µ0 =
N

∑
i=1

µi (5)

The principal stretches, λi, are related to the principal nominal strains, εi, by:

λi = 1 + εi (6)

The hyperfoam model can be combined with another material model that provides a mechanism
to include permanent energy dissipation and stress softening effects in elastomeric foams. To correctly
model the permanent energy dissipation and stress softening effects in agglomerated cork, the Mullins
effect model is used together with the hyperfoam material model. In other words, this material model
is used to include the damage present in elastomeric foams, modelling energy absorption in foam
components subjected to dynamic loading, under deformation rates that are high when compared
to the characteristic foam time relaxation. In such cases, it is acceptable to assume that the foam
material is damaged permanently, and the stress softening is interpreted as being due to damage at the
microscopic level [54]. The energy dissipation effects are introduced by an augmented strain energy
density function of the form:

U (λi, η) = ηŨ (λi) + φ (η) (7)

where λi (i = 1, 2, 3) represent the principal mechanical stretches and Ũ (λi) is the strain energy
potential for the primary foam behavior described by Equation (1). The function φ (η) is a continuous
function of the damage variable, η, and related to the damage function [54]. The damage variable, η,
varies continuously during the deformation and always satisfies 0 < η ≤ 1, with η = 1 on the points of
the primary curve (described by the hyperfoam model). When the damage function φ (η) satisfies the
condition φ (1) = 0, the deformation state of the material relies on the curve representing the primary
foam behavior, U (λi, 1) = Ũ (λi) and the augmented energy function reduces to the strain energy
potential for the primary foam behavior and thus, the material model responsible for mimicking the
mechanical behavior is only the hyperfoam. With Mullins effect, the stresses are computed by:

σ (η, λi) = ησ̃ (λi) (8)

where σ̃ is the stress corresponding to the primary foam behavior at the current deformation level λi.
Thus, the stress is obtained by simply scaling the stress of the primary foam behavior with the damage
variable, η. From any given strain level, the model predicts unloading/reloading along a single
curve (that is different, in general, from the primary behavior) that passes through the origin of the
stress-strain plot. The model also predicts energy dissipation under purely volumetric deformation [54].
The damage variable, η, varies with the deformation according to:

η = 1 − 1
r

er f
(

Umax − Ũ
m + βUmax

)
(9)

where Umax is the maximum value of Ũ at a material point during its deformation history; r, β and
m are material parameters (without direct physical interpretations) and er f (x) is the error function.
While the parameters r and β are dimensionless, the parameter m has the dimensions of energy.
The parameter m controls whether the damage occurs at low strain levels; r and β control the amount
of damage.
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When Ũ = Umax, corresponding to a point on the primary curve, η = 1. On the other hand,
upon removal of deformation, when Ũ = 0, the damage variable, η attains its minimum value, ηmin,
given by:

ηmin = 1 − 1
r

er f
(

Umax

m + βUmax

)
(10)

For all intermediate values of Ũ, η varies monotonically between 1 and ηmin. The recoverable part
of the energy is obtained by subtracting the dissipated energy from the augmented energy as:

Urecoverable = ηŨ (λi)− φ (ηmin) (11)

where the residual value of the augmented energy function, φ (ηmin), represents the energy dissipated
due to damage in the material, upon complete unloading. The damage energy accumulates with
progressive deformation along the primary curve and remains constant during unloading. During
unloading, the recoverable part of the strain energy is released. The latter becomes zero when the
material point is completely unloaded. Upon further reloading from a completely unloaded state,
the recoverable part of the strain energy increases from zero. When the maximum strain that was
attained earlier is exceeded upon reloading, further accumulation of damage energy occurs.

On the other hand, EPS foam was modelled as a nonlinear plastic material, with the elastic part
as linear isotropic elasticity. To simulate the plastic behavior, the crushable foam material model was
employed. This model is intended for the analysis of crushable foams that are typically used as energy
absorption structures. In addition, this model is typically used for foam materials that deform by
developing permanent deformation.

The yield surface is a von Mises circle in the deviatoric stress plane and an ellipse in the meridional
(p-q) stress plane [54]. The crushable foam model with volumetric hardening uses a yield surface with
an elliptical dependence of deviatoric stress on pressure. A point on the yield ellipse in the meridional
plane that represents hydrostatic tension loading is fixed and the evolution of the yield surface is
driven by the volumetric compacting plastic strain [54]. Thus, it assumes that the evolution of the
yield surface is controlled by the volumetric compacting plastic strain experienced by the material.
The yield surface for the volumetric hardening model is defined as:

F =
√

q2 + α2(p − p0)2 − B = 0 (12)

p = −1
3

tr(σ) is the pressure;

q =

√
3
2

S : S is the von Mises stress;

S = σ + pI is the deviatoric stress and I is the identity matrix;
B = αA is the size of the (vertical) q-axis of the yield ellipse;

A =
pc + pt

2
is the size of the (horizontal) p-axis of the yield ellipse;

α = B/A is the shape factor of the yield ellipse;

p0 =
pc − pt

2
is the center of the yield ellipse on the p-axis;

pc is the yield stress in hydrostatic compression (always positive);
pt is the strength of the material in hydrostatic tension.

The yield surface represents the von Mises circle in the deviatoric stress plane and is an ellipse on
the meridional stress plane, as depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 19.3.5–1 Crushable foam model with volumetric hardening:
yield surface and flow potential in the p–q stress plane.

The yield surface evolves in a self-similar fashion (constant ); and the shape factor can be
computed using the initial yield stress in uniaxial compression, , the initial yield stress in hydrostatic
compression, (the initial value of ), and the yield strength in hydrostatic tension, :

with and

For a valid yield surface the choice of strength ratios must be such that and . If this is
not the case, Abaqus will issue an error message and terminate execution.

To define the shape of the yield surface, you provide the values of k and . If desired, these variables
can be defined as a tabular function of temperature and other predefined field variables.
Input File Usage: *CRUSHABLE FOAM, HARDENING=VOLUMETRIC
Abaqus/CAE Usage: Property module: material editor: Mechanical→Plasticity→Crushable

Foam: Hardening: Volumetric

Calibration

To use this model, one needs to know the initial yield stress in uniaxial compression, ; the initial
yield stress in hydrostatic compression, ; and the yield strength in hydrostatic tension, . Since foam
materials are rarely tested in tension, it is usually necessary to guess the magnitude of the strength of
the foam in hydrostatic tension, . The choice of tensile strength should not have a strong effect on the
numerical results unless the foam is stressed in hydrostatic tension. A common approximation is to set
equal to 5% to 10% of the initial yield stress in hydrostatic compression ; thus, = 0.05 to 0.10.

19.3.5–3

Abaqus Version 6.6 ID:
Printed on:

Figure 2. Crushable foam model with volumetric hardening: yield surface and flow potential in the
p-q stress plane (adapted from [54]).

The yield surface evolves with a constant α and thus, α can be computed using the initial yield
stress in uniaxial compression, σ0

c , the initial yield stress in hydrostatic compression, p0
c (the initial

value of pc), and the yield strength in hydrostatic tension, pt, by:

α =
3k

(3kt + k)(3 − k)
(13)

k =
σ0

c

p0
c

; kt =
pt

p0
c

(14)

For a valid yield surface, the choice of strength ratios must be such that k has a value between 0
and 3 and kt is positive. To define the shape of the yield surface, values are provided to k and kt as
input for the material model and thus, the necessary σ0

c , p0
c and pt are defined.

The values for the strength ratios here used are based on the ones determined by Mills et al. [53].
The foam hardening curve (yield stress vs. uniaxial plastic strain) for EPS is the same used as input
data in [4]. More details about material testing and modelling, including validation, can be found
in [4]. Figure 3 depicts the cork agglomerates response under quasi-static loading, which were used as
input data in the hyperfoam model. Scaling factors were included to account with strain rate effects.
The strain energy potential order, N, used in hyperfoam material model was 3. This was concluded as
the best value to model agglomerated cork. These and other important material properties used as
input in the models are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Material properties used as input in Abaqus material models.

Material ρ [kg/m3] E [MPa] ν kt k r m β

AC 199 - 0 - - 1.8 0.01 0.1
216 - 0 - - 1.1 0.5 0.1

EC 159 - 0 - - 1.01 0.3 0.1
EPS 90 44 0 0.1 2.5 - - -
ABS 1200 4000 0.37 - - - - -

To simulate ABS mechanical behavior, an isotropic linear-elastic material model was considered.
The material properties used to model ABS and based on previous studies, are given in Table 1.

Several cork agglomerates were tested in [4] under quasi-static and dynamic loading rates,
including two different types, the expanded cork (EC) also known as black agglomerate and the
agglomerated cork (AC) also known as white cork. The cork agglomerates AC199, AC216 and EC159,
previously tested and validated in [4] were the most promising ones regarding this type of application.
Thus, these three were selected as most promising ones to surpass EPS liners.
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Figure 3. Cork agglomerates and EPS foam engineering stress-strain curves.

2.1.3. Comparison between EPS Liners and Agglomerated Cork Liners

Figure 4 shows the results obtained for each material in terms of acceleration measured in
the headform. Clearly, the EPS performed better in all the four impacts. Nevertheless, the results
obtained for impact point X reveal a closer response between cork agglomerates and EPS than for other
impact points.
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Figure 4. Acceleration measured in the headform’s COG - ECE 22.05 test conditions: (a) Impact point B.
(b) Impact point P. (c) Impact point R. (d) Impact point X.
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One cork agglomerate that stood out from the others for all the four impacts was AC216. This AC
had a clear better performance than the other agglomerates. In all the four impacts, AC216 had
wider acceleration-time curves with lower peak accelerations. In [4], AC216 was also the better cork
agglomerate in the impact tests, showing lower peak accelerations. Additionally, AC216 was the best
material regarding the response to a second impact, even better than EPS90.

Although EPS90 had clearly a better response in all the impacts, from what was seen in the
double impacts performed by Fernandes et al. [4], AC216 has a greater capacity to withstand impact
energy. Thus, it is believed that the helmet used in this analysis has a liner with a thickness higher
than necessary for AC216. Actually, the better results with the cork liners were obtained for impact X,
which is the region of the helmet where the liner is thinner (between 35–40 mm at the impact point).
The larger area of the helmet has a thickness of 50 mm, which decreases in the areas next to the edges,
especially at the rear end. This means a high volume and in the case of AC216, it means more mass,
since it is the densest material. Thus, the kinetic energy is greater in the case of AC216.

Therefore, it is believed that a thinner liner made of AC216 will perform better, even when
subjected to multi-impacts. Nevertheless, it is important to retain the fact that AC216 reaches the
densification phase sooner than EPS90. The AC216 enters this region for nominal strains higher than
0.6 (Figure 3), as shown by Jardin et al. [14] and Fernandes et al. [4].

Figure 5 shows the nominal strain at the moment of maximum deformation in the frontal impact
(B), for both AC216 and EPS90. At the center of the impacted region, the EPS liner, reached a maximum
deformation of 76.9%, which is permanent. On the other hand, with the cork liner, a maximum
deformation of 51.6% was found, which is recoverable. At the end of the unloading, this value dropped
to 5.6%.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Sagitall cut view of the helmet-headform system at the moment of maximum deformation:
(a) AC216. (b) EPS90.

The results from the impact tests required by the ECE 22.05 standard and the ones from the impact
tests performed in [4] revealed AC216 as the best cork agglomerate for this application. Although
this preliminary analysis of a helmet model with cork liners was performed only with the headform,
without a FEHM, this was useful to select one agglomerate for further analyses.

With this helmet, it was concluded that a thinner helmet made of AC216 might perform better.
Therefore, a new helmet model composed of thinner liners is developed to further compare of AC216
and EPS90 liners. A simple geometry is adopted to make a generic model as possible, widening
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the helmet applications/types. This same model will be optimized according to its response under
multi-impact loading and further analysis with YEAHM.

2.2. New Helmet and Its Optimization

A new helmet model is developed, and its impact performance is assessed based on the YEAHM
predictions. In the previous section, the results indicated that AC216 is the most promising agglomerate
to be used as helmet liner. Additionally, in a previous study [49], it was verified that the helmet
validated in this previous section fails to protect its user in the same impacts in which it was certified.
This was inferred by evaluating its impact performance with a FEHM. The same helmet was tested
with cork liners. Although lower peak accelerations were measured for EPS, the acceleration-time
curves measured for the agglomerate AC216 are promising (Figure 4).

The certified helmet is composed by liners with a thickness around 50 mm in the impact points
(B, P and R). From what was seen in [4,14] and the results plotted in Figures 4 and 5, it is believed that
a thinner liner of AC216 agglomerate is enough to absorb the impact energy, in the same impact tests,
without increasing the stress levels. For instance, Figure 5 shows a 50% deformation for a thickness of
50 mm, not reaching densification as verified in Figure 3. In addition, more material means more mass,
which means higher impact energy.

For impact point X, the results between cork agglomerates and EPS were closer (Figure 4). In this
area, the liner has a thickness of approximately 40 mm. Another factor that may have contributed to
the lower accelerations for this impact point is the larger impacted area.

Thus, considering the great capacity shown by the AC216 agglomerate and its impact performance
in the standard tests, for instance in impact X, a new helmet model is developed. The strategy with
this helmet is based on the 40 mm maximum thickness seen for impact X. This is already a significant
thickness, which is usually exceeded in the current motorcycle helmets. Considering that the last
updates in standards are demanding, with more impacts or higher energies, helmet liners are becoming
thicker. In a technical report, Smith and Pomerening [55] indicated that a helmet made of EPS needs a
thickness between 75 and 90 mm to achieve an acceleration of 100 g for a 6.2 m/s impact, and to pass
the standard criteria they indicated thicknesses ranging between 50 and 60 mm, which may increase
up to 72 mm due to safety margins used by some manufacturers.

Therefore, a new helmet model composed of thinner liners made of AC216 cork agglomerate is
developed. A maximum thickness of 40 mm was set, and several models were created by varying
the thickness. Then, the impact performance of each one of these helmets is analyzed with YEAHM,
comparing its predictions with head injury criteria [56] and therefore, evaluating the applicability of
AC as helmet liner. In other words, this model is optimized according to YEAHM response to double
impacts, computing an optimal thickness.

This new helmet model has a generic geometry and a constant thickness. Its style is based on
jet helmets, also known as open face helmets. This design was chosen because it is one of the most
common helmet types. It is used in a great variety of applications, for instance in contact sports such
as American football and ice hockey, in urban and recreational activities, winter sports, among many
other activities.

The geometry was created in CATIA V5 software and different versions of it were created by
varying the thickness. The entire liner is designed with a constant thickness with a maximum value set
to 40 mm. Figure 6 shows a render of the thicker model.

The thinner versions were created with increments of 5 mm. Four helmet models were created
with a thickness of 40, 35, 30, and 25 mm. These models were further imported into Abaqus CAE
software to develop the FE versions of these helmets. The helmet shells have a thickness of 3 mm,
which is independent of the liner thickness.
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Figure 6. New jet helmet with constant thick liners: (left) render with 40 mm thick agglomerated cork
liner; (center) Sagittal cut view of the FE model positioned for an impact at point B; (right) FE model.

The same type of elements used to model the previous helmet were used. The meshes were
created always avoiding distorted and warped elements. Additionally, special attention was given to
the time increment, avoiding very small elements to have a reasonable computation time but at the
same time a mesh refined enough to obtain precise results. Figure 6 shows the FE helmet mesh.

The helmets were tested according to the conditions required by the ECE 22.05 standard.
Additionally, two impacts with the same conditions were performed. The impact point B was chosen
because it is the most common impact. Statistics show that independently of the helmet type, this is the
most impacted area [57–64]. In addition, in the previous section, this was the impact point where the
EPS helmet had lower accelerations (Figure 4). On the other hand, at this impact location, the AC216
agglomerate version presented 50% of deformation for a thickness of 50 mm, not reaching densification
(Figures 3 and 5).

Two consecutive impacts were performed at an initial impact velocity of 7.5 m/s. Generally,
cork agglomerates can recover and withstand multi-impacts whereas synthetic foams absorb impact
energy by deforming permanently [4]. The second impacts were performed immediately after the
first, usually separated by 5 ms. This is challenging for AC since its recovery is time dependent.
A material with a good performance in such conditions is an excellent alternative to the ones used in
contact sports such as American football and ice hockey. The impact tests required by the standards
for such helmet types are characterized by low multi-impact energies and with long recovering times
between impacts. For instance, the standards that regulate American football and ice hockey helmets,
NOCSAE ND002 and NOCSAE ND030 respectively, define that at least two impacts of 5.46 and
3.46 m/s, must be performed at the same area. To be approved the peak severity index (introduced by
Gadd [65]) of any impact shall not exceed 1200. There are also other standards used in North America
regulating American football and ice hockey helmets, ASTM F717 and F1045 respectively, using only
one lower-energy impact of 75 J (approximately 5.47 m/s) and the maximum acceleration shall not
exceed 275 g or 300 g depending on the impact site. Currently, these specific helmets designed for
multi-impacts with low energies are usually made of foam materials other than EPS, for instance EPP.
However, as seen in [4], for more demanding tests, EPP is not an option, performing worse than the
other materials.

The interactions between the different parts were the same ones defined in the previous helmet
model. Additionally, the same material models and properties used in the previous chapter to simulate
ABS, EPS, and the AC216 agglomerate were also used. Figure 6 shows the impact at point B and a
sagittal cut view of the helmet, showing its constant thickness.

To evaluate the applicability of AC as helmet liner, the performance of each helmet will be
analyzed with YEAHM, by comparing its predictions with the injury criteria [56]. In other words,
optimizing the helmet thickness based on YEAHM response. The best one will be compared against
the EPS version, changing only the material.
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With the aim of reducing the computational resources needed for a singular simulation, two
different steps were performed to assess the helmet models with YEAHM. First, the headform was
coupled to the helmet model and the impacts were simulated. Then, the measured kinematics were
induced to YEAHM. This is also the procedure usually carried out in other studies. For instance,
a similar analysis was performed by Tinard et al. [22], simulating two simpler simulations.

The modelling of human head models using FEM provides a strong basis for helmet design
improvements, allowing a further accurate computational-based prediction of brain injuries.
For instance, stress and strains are compared against proposed injury thresholds, and conclusions
about possible brain injuries are inferred. By using YEAHM as a tool to optimize the thickness of the
liner made of AC, the objective is to find a configuration capable of not reproducing injuries, or with
an injury risk as low as possible and lower than EPS.

After determining the best solution for AC, the same helmet was tested with EPS to establish a
further and direct comparison. This is important to verify if a helmet composed of AC liners is an
alternative to the ones made of EPS.

Once finding the optimum thickness that results in a better performance from the sustainable
solution in comparison with the synthetic one, some new liners were modelled by keeping the thickness
and removing sections of material, reducing the overall weight of the helmet. The same procedure
described above was repeated and the results compared.

YEAHM, the Finite Element Head Model

The human brain can be simply described as a soft highly metabolically active tissue, floating in
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) within the rigid cranium [66]. YEAHM consists of skull, CSF and brain as
shown in Figure 7. The brain model is constituted by the following sections: frontal, parietal, temporal,
and occipital lobes, both hemispheres, cerebrum, cerebellum, corpus callosum, thalamus, midbrain,
and brain stem. CSF volume represents all the intracranial structures between skull and brain. The CSF
is described using solid elements with a low shear modulus, as in other publications [67]. The global
CSF model is a combination of the CFS and the meninges. For instance, the inner surface of the CSF
model acts as the pia mater, surrounding the brain and dipping down into sulci and fissures and thus,
acquiring the brain shape.

YEt Another Head Model (YEAHM) 
 

Skull Brain 

CSF 

Figure 7. YEAHM consists of skull (blue), CSF (red) and brain (green).

YEAHM’s skull has a variable thickness ranging from 4 to 9 mm. In addition to the ventricles and
the skull with a variable thickness, the latter was also modelled with its real irregularities at the base.
All parts were modelled as solid. Due to the complex geometry of skull, brain and CSF, these were
meshed with 10-noded-tetrahedral elements. The YEAHM is constituted by a total of 991617 ten-node
tetrahedrons. More details about the mesh are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. YEAHM’s mesh info.

Part Number of Elements Number of Nodes

Skull 57257 14443
CSF 98032 27499

Brain 836328 153749

To model the brain’s nonlinear elasticity and the time-dependent behavior, the one-term Ogden
hyperelastic model and a Prony-series are combined, forming a hyper-viscoelastic material model.
Coupled visco-hyperelastic constitutive models were used to describe the nonlinear mechanical
behavior of brain tissue [68]. Table 3 presents the values used for brain matter, where µ0 is the initial
shear modulus, τk are the characteristic relaxation times and gk are the relaxation coefficients.

Table 3. Brain material properties.

ρ [kg/m3] µ [MPa] α1 D1 [MPa−1] g1 g2 τ1 [s] τ2 [s]

1040 0.012 5.0507 0.04 0.5837 0.2387 0.02571 0.02570

CSF was modelled as a solid with a very low shear modulus and as a hyperelastic material, using
the Mooney-Rivlin strain energy potential. Table 4 gives the values used to model the CSF. The CSF
density used is the same as water since the two are similar.

Table 4. CSF material properties.

ρ [kg/m 3] C10 [MPa] C01 [MPa] D1 [MPa −1]

1000 0.9 1 0.9

Skull bone was modelled as an isotropic linear-elastic material. Table 5 gives the values used to
model the bone, where ρ, E and ν are the density, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.

Table 5. Skull material properties.

ρ [kg/m 3] E [MPa] ν

1800 6000 0.21

In YEAHM, it is possible for the brain to move relatively to the skull, which is a biofidelic
interaction. The relative motion between the skull and brain is simulated by the sliding interface
between the skull and CSF and between the CSF and brain. Finite sliding formulation and kinematic
contact method were used with a friction coefficient for tangential behavior of 0.2 as used in Horgan
and Gilchrist [69].

YEAHM was validated against experimental data from impact tests on cadavers performed by
Nahum et al. [70], comparing the intracranial pressure at frontal, parietal, occipital, and posterior fossa
regions. YEAHM was also validated in terms of brain intracranial motion by simulating the impact
performed by Hardy et al. [71]. In this, ten different points in the brain were tracked in terms of relative
displacement in two directions.

Since YEAHM is validated, it can be used as an injury evaluation tool in accident reconstructions,
in forensic cases and even in the design of protective head gear. More details about modelling and
validation of YEAHM can be found in [36,45,46].

3. Results

The double impact simulations were performed using the Abaqus Explicit solver. Four simulations
were performed, one for each thickness of 25, 30, 35, and 40 mm. Figure 8 shows the measured
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accelerations at the headform’s COG (Center of Gravity). These were obtained for liners with different
thicknesses and made of AC216 agglomerate.
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Figure 8. Acceleration-time history of double impacts performed with helmets composed of
agglomerated cork liners with thicknesses ranging between 25 and 40 mm.

The results from the simulations of the double impacts show a better response in terms of
maximum acceleration by the helmet with a 40 mm thick liner. This one performed slightly better
than the one with 35 mm for the first impact, and in the second one, it was clearly better. In Figure 8,
the difference between peak accelerations seems to differ for the first and the second impacts. Table 6
gives precisely the peak accelerations measured for each impact.

Table 6. Peak accelerations measured for each impact [g].

Impact 25 mm 30 mm 35 mm 40 mm

First 405.5 361.5 324.7 314.1
Second 499.9 482.2 470.6 377.7

In the first impact, by decreasing the thickness, the variation of the peak accelerations increases.
On the other hand, in the second impact, the opposite is observed. Lowering the thickness leads
to a peak acceleration limit, since similar results were computed for liners with thicknesses of 35,
30, and 25 mm. This is explained by the amount of deformation imposed to the material, reaching
the densification regime. The time between impacts is so small that the material does not recover in
time from the previous impact, starting the second impact with stored deformations higher than 10%.
This explains the similar results for the second impacts with thicknesses lower than 40 mm.

Figures 9 and 10 show the maximum deformation in both impacts with liner thicknesses of 35
and 40 mm, respectively. In Figure 9, although the densification regime is not reached during the
first impact (maximum deformation of 50.2%), due to the stored strain energy that was not released
in time for the next impact, this regime is reached by exceeding a strain of 60%. On the other hand,
the maximum deformation of the liner with a thickness of 40 mm was lower than 50% for both impacts.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. Maximum deformation of a liner with a thickness of 35 mm: (a) First impact.
(b) Second impact.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Maximum deformation of a liner with a thickness of 40 mm: (a) First impact.
(b) Second impact.

These results emphasis the applicability of AC in multi-impact applications. The imposed impact
conditions are severe, by performing two impacts of 7.5 m/s separated by an approximately 5 ms
interval. The helmet standards of more demanding applications, such as motorcycle standards, usually
demand one impact at the same velocity used in these simulations, or two impacts but with lower
impact velocities (and low energies).

Helmet standards for multi-impact applications, such as contact sports, usually require more
than one impact, but with significant lower energies. Additionally, independently of the standard or
application, helmets are tested with several minutes of interval between impacts, which is more than
enough for AC to fully recover. Even in real impact scenarios, an AC helmet will probably almost
fully recover. The presence of some permanent damage will depend on the severity of the impact.
However, a huge amount of impact energy is necessary to cause permanent deformation in the AC216
agglomerate [4,9,14].

3.1. Helmet Evaluation and Optimization Based on YEAHM Response

Although the helmet with a 40 mm thick liner presented a better response regarding the
acceleration curves plotted in Figure 8, an additional analysis was performed with YEAHM.
This analysis is considered important to assess the helmet from a biomechanical point of view.
This evaluation consists in determining the risk of head injuries for each helmet thickness. Thus,
it is possible to compare the helmets to determine which thickness makes it safer.
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To perform such analysis, the acceleration-time histories given in Figure 8 were used to drive
YEAHM, by inducing them to YEAHM’s skull. The criteria and respective thresholds previously
reviewed in [56] are used together with YEAHM to perform an injury risk analysis. Table 7 summarizes
the maximum values computed for each criterion.

Table 7. Comparison of head injury criteria values computed for various liners thicknesses.

Parameter 25 mm 30 mm 35 mm 40 mm

Strain 0.5125 0.5250 0.4917 0.3833
von Mises stress [kPa] 218.7 204.2 198.8 134.2
Pressure [kPa] 745.8 823.3 846.7 691.7
CSF pressure [kPa] 482.5 483.7 434.2 291.7
CSF strain energy [mJ] 15506.2 15488.2 16219.8 12481.2

The results presented in Table 7 show a better performance by the thicker helmet. In the
analysis with YEAHM, the lowest values given in Table 7 were computed with the 40 mm thick
liner. The difference between the results computed for this helmet is significant. Nevertheless, these
results were expected since the impacts were linear, and the significant lower accelerations were
computed for the 40 mm thick helmet.

In general, the results given in Table 7 correspond to very localized regions. In other words,
the maximum values for each criterion were experienced by very small volumes of the brain, which
may explain why some maximum pressure values are not linear with the peak accelerations, as other
parameters are. The rest of the brain usually experiences much lower values for each criterion.

However, this difference is not so significant for brain pressure. A considerable volume of the
frontal lobes is under pressure values of almost the level of its maximum value. This was verified in all
the impacts with these four helmets and in the ones performed with the certified helmet.

Additionally, by comparing the results in Table 7 with the thresholds presented in the literature,
injuries are predicted with all the helmets. The only one that did to exceed all the limits was obviously
the one with a 40 mm thick liner. For some injury criteria, it has values in the range of given thresholds,
between the lowest and the highest ones. However, this was only verified for strain and CSF pressure.

The levels of brain pressure and von Mises stress in the brain were much higher than the proposed
thresholds in the literature. These high predicted values cannot be justified with just the helmet
response. Contrary to most of strain thresholds experimentally measured and proposed in the
literature, the pressure and von Mises stress thresholds were proposed based on predictions of FEHMs.
This means that these values are inherent to the respective models. Additionally, the pressure response
is usually validated by comparing their predictions with Nahum et al. [70] experiments, as it was
performed for YEAHM [36].

However, the results used to validate these models in the literature seem to be taken directly
from the brain model, which does not correspond to what was done in Nahum’s experiment. In this,
the surfaces of the pressure transducers were placed aligned with the inner surface of the skull,
without rupturing the dura mater. Thus, in the experiments, the pressure was measured directly at the
outer surface of the dura mater and not in the brain. The same was done when validating YEAHM
for Nahum’s experiment. This fact may explain the higher values computed with YEAHM when
compared with others proposed in the literature. Therefore, accident reconstructions must be carried
in the future to develop the YEAHM’s own criteria.

However, strain-based injury criteria are considered valid for a direct comparison and
injury prediction, since the YEAHM brain motion was validated against the tests performed
by Hardy et al. [71] in the same conditions of the other FEHMs used to propose the strain thresholds.
Additionally, the pressure and stress predictions were considered well enough for further comparisons
between the different helmets (rather qualitatively than quantitatively).
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To determine if AC is truly an alternative to EPS as helmet liner, the exact same helmet with a
40 mm thick liner made of EPS was subjected to the same impact conditions. The headform kinematic
response in these impacts was then used to perform an additional analysis with YEAHM.

3.2. Comparison between Agglomerated Cork and EPS

The best solution found in the previous simulations is now compared against an EPS liner tested
in the same conditions, to compare it against the best agglomerate solution. In other words, this new
analysis is performed to verify if a helmet composed of AC liners is truly an alternative to the ones
made of EPS. Figure 11 compares the acceleration-time histories measured at the headform’s COG
during double impacts performed for the same 40 mm thick helmet, between helmet with liners made
of AC216 cork agglomerate and EPS90.
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Figure 11. Acceleration-time history of 40 mm thick helmets subjected to double impacts.

Regarding the headform acceleration response, the helmet with an AC liner performed better than
the EPS one. For the first impact, the acceleration curves are similar. Nevertheless, the helmet with
the AC liner managed to induce a slightly wider acceleration curve with a lower peak acceleration.
The difference between peak accelerations was also very small, reaching 314.1 g and 328.3 g for AC216
and EPS90, respectively.

However, this difference increased considerably for the second impact. Acceleration peaks of
377.7 g and 483.1 g were measured for AC216 and EPS90, respectively. Actually, by analyzing the
curves in Figures 8 and 11, it is possible to conclude that the results with a 40 mm thick EPS liner and a
35 mm thick AC216 agglomerate liner are very similar (regarding both the curves peak and width).
Table 8 compares the peak accelerations reached by each liner during both impacts.

Table 8. Peak accelerations measured for each liner [g].

Impact AC216 EPS90

First 314.1 328.3
Second 377.7 438.1
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These results show a clear worst response with an EPS liner regarding the second impact.
Additionally, the results with AC216 agglomerate were better for the first impact. This was not the
case for the first impact with the commercially available helmet modelled previously. By comparing
Figures 4 and 11, it is possible to conclude that the results for AC216 improved slightly and the ones
for EPS become worst. This difference was caused by two main factors: the thickness of the liner at the
impact points and the overall geometry of the liners.

The liner of the certified helmet tested previously has an average thickness of 50 mm at the impact
point. In addition, the thickness is not constant and, in some regions, there are channels, holes, and
ribbed protrusions. Some of these were designed together with the deformation mechanism of EPS,
which makes it easier to absorb more energy by deforming permanently. On the other hand, the new
helmet has a constant thickness of 40 mm, being at least 10 mm thinner at the impact points. This liner
is also completely solid, a 40 mm thick layer covering the head. These are the reasons why the EPS
behavior was worst in the first impact.

Regarding the AC216 agglomerate, the results indicate the 40 mm thick solution as the best in
the range of tested thicknesses (20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 50 mm). Additionally, in the same conditions
with the same helmet geometry, this solution performed better than the EPS alternative. Although
some conclusions were already drawn from the comparison of the headform acceleration responses,
an additional analysis was performed. These acceleration-time curves were used to drive YEAHM to
compare both solutions regarding head injury criteria.

The same parameters used to compare the variable thick solutions for the AC216 liner and
presented in Table 7 were again computed to compare the 40 mm thick liners made of AC216 and
EPS90. Table 9 summarizes the maximum values computed for each criterion.

Table 9. Comparison of head injury criteria computed for helmets with AC216 and EPS90 liners.

Criterion EPS90 AC216

Strain 0.5067 0.3833
von Mises stress [kPa] 191.7 134.2
Pressure [kPa] 840.9 691.7
CSF pressure [kPa] 459.4 291.7
CSF strain energy [mJ] 12611.5 12481.2

The results presented in Table 9 show a better performance by the AC helmet. In the analysis
performed with YEAHM, lower values for all the criteria were computed with the helmet composed
with a liner made of AC216 agglomerate. There is a considerable difference between some of the
results computed for this helmet and the one made of EPS.

Considering the Tables 7 and 9, the results for the AC helmet with a 35 mm thick liner were
similar to the ones computed with the 40 mm thick EPS liner. This may be considered normal since
the input was also similar, especially considering the peak of the acceleration curves. Nevertheless,
a significant difference was observed for the maximum CSF strain energy. Actually, the CSF strain
energy computed with the EPS helmet was very similar the one computed with the 40 mm AC version.
This can be explained by the acceleration curve obtained with the EPS helmet, which is narrower than
the one computed for the 35 mm cork version. This possibly leads to a lower storage of strain energy
by the CSF, reaching a lower maximum value. Figure 12 shows the variation of strain energy in the
CSF during the impacts for both 40 mm helmet versions.
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Figure 12. CSF strain energy history during the double impacts with both 40 mm thick AC and
EPS solutions.

Figure 13 compares the strain distribution across the brain at the moment of maximum strain in
the occipital lobes. Other brain regions (dark regions in Figure 13) exceeded the strain of 0.15 during
the impacts and for both solutions, but with values lower to the maximum.

Figure 13. Brain strain distribution obtained with: (a) EPS liner. (b) AC liner.

In conclusion, the helmet composed by a 40 mm thick liner made of the AC216 cork agglomerate
performed better than its EPS version. Thus, AC can be considered a good alternative to EPS, especially
for helmets typically subjected to multi-impact scenarios. In addition, the AC helmet performed
better for both impacts, although the difference was more significant in the second impact. Even so,
it is considered that there is still a margin for improvement considering what was seen in this study
regarding some injury predictions. However, this is a good starting point for a further optimization of
helmets with liners made of cork. Here it was seen that with the right design, AC can be used as a
helmet liner with a better performance than other materials currently used on the market.
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In addition, it is worth mentioning and recalling that the double impacts performed in this study
were severe, since there were two consecutive impacts separated by approximately 5 ms. These are
more severe than most of the tests required by the helmet standards. These are usually one impact,
with maximum velocities around 7.5 m/s for motorcycle helmets or even lower for other helmet types.
There are also standards that require two impacts, but these are lower-energy impacts and the time
between impacts is around minutes.

In applications where multi-impacts are frequent, such as winter sports such as skiing and
snowboarding, contact sports such as American football and ice hockey, and even urban activities such
as roller skating and skateboarding, the impacts are spaced by enough time to allow agglomerated to
cork fully recover. In addition, in some of these, the impact velocities are much lower than 7.5 m/s
causing none or an insignificant amount of permanent damage to cork.

The model here developed is not advanced, considering its constant thickness. The thickness in
some regions of the helmet can be reduced, for instance where the impacts are less likely to occur,
such as the rear sides of the helmet. Thus, by reducing the liner volume, the helmet mass is also
reduced, which means lower impact energies. In addition, the liner geometry may be upgraded with
an innovative design that allied with the mechanism of cork deformation can optimize the general
impact behavior and hopefully improving the safety level of the helmet. This may also allow reducing
even further the helmet thickness. To verify these hypotheses, a new liner was modelled by reducing
its volume while keeping its constant thickness of 40 mm.

3.3. Lighter 40 mm Thick Liners

By reducing the liner volume, the helmet weight is also reduced, which means lower impact
energies. Based on this, a new helmet was created by removing some material (reducing thickness) at
the helmet’s rear end, next to user’s neck, by creating fillets in the borders. Additionally, and most
importantly, 15 mm diameter holes were created perpendicularly to the thickness direction as shown
in Figure 14.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Lighter holed versions of the 40 mm thick cork liner: (a) Left—render of the 15 mm
diameter-holed version; Right—render of the 25 mm diameter-holed version. (b) FE helmet model of
the 15 mm diameter-holed version.

The circular pattern is characterized by an angle of 30◦ and a spacing of 45 mm between pattern
circles. Some additional holes, with the same diameter, were created near the rear end to lose a total of
100 g. Another version was created by adding another pattern of 25 mm diameter holes, which made
it possible to lose more 200 g. Table 10 summarizes the weight of each liner.
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Table 10. Total weight of each 40 mm thick liner made of AC216 [kg].

Without Holes 15 mm Holes 25 mm Holes

1.01 0.907 0.703

Figure 14 shows one of the FE models created for these new helmet versions. These were subjected
to the same impact conditions as the others in this study. The results from the simulations with the
holed helmets were compared with the completely solid one (Figure 15 and Table 11).
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Figure 15. Comparison of the acceleration response between the solid and holed liner versions made
of AC216.

Table 11. Peak accelerations measured for each AC216 liner [g].

Impact Without Holes 15 mm Holes 25 mm Holes

First 314.1 260.8 296.8
Second 377.7 343.6 395.0

The results were greatly improved by this design change, mainly in the case of the 15 mm
holed version. The peak acceleration of the first impact was even lower than most of the standards
criterion, including the European one for motorcycle helmets [50]. Although the lightest version
performed better than the heaviest one in the first impact, the opposite was verified in the second one.
Additionally, it performed worse than the medium-weight version for both impacts. This performance
is probably justified by the amount of material in the impacted area of the helmet, which is not enough
for such impact conditions. Therefore, the 15 mm version is the optimum solution. Nevertheless,
the impact performance of these lighter versions of AC216 liners were also evaluated with YEAHM.
As expected, the results from the analyses with YEAHM revealed lower maximum values with the
15 mm holed liner (Table 12).
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Table 12. Comparison of head injury criteria computed with YEAHM for AC216 liners.

Criterion Without Holes 15 mm Holes 25 mm Holes

Strain 0.3833 0.3514 0.5016
von Mises stress [kPa] 134.2 91.7 182.9
Pressure [kPa] 691.7 595.8 829.3
CSF pressure [kPa] 291.7 291.2 401.4
CSF strain energy [mJ] 12481.2 11975.9 19076.6

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Road safety is a constant priority in society. For this reason, the focus must be given to the
development of safer devices profiting from smarter materials and benefiting from accident simulation
data and deep analysis on after-event sustained injuries.

The results indicated that AC liners are an excellent alternative to the synthetic ones. Thus, AC
can be employed in protective gear, improving its overall performance and capacity to withstand
multi-impacts. Thinner helmets than the current solutions available in the market might be possible
with AC liners, which can be employed in several types of helmets. In fact, natural cellular materials
have a true potential to be used in the development of advanced core materials and composites,
with excellent mechanical resistance and outstanding crashworthiness properties competing against
synthetic-based solutions.

Although the first reference for comparison was a motorcycle helmet, the potential applications
are all helmets in general. Regarding multi-impact scenarios with substantial impact energies, military
helmets, and helmets for contact sports such as ice hockey are also interesting options. In addition,
cork application is not limited to helmets and has the potential to be applied in other types of personal
safety gear or even in other applications where its characteristics are desirable.
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